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Problem Description:
This document explains how to set the authentication function of ADAM MQTT for connecting
to the broker that requires username and password for verification.



Answer:
Below is the support table of ADAM MQTT authentication function. User need to check
module HW version and upgrade to certain FW version for setting the authentication of
MQTT.
DIO Model

FW version

AIO Model

FW version

ADAM-6050/51/52/60/66-D

After v6.02 B01

ADAM-6017-D

After v6.02 B00

ADAM-6250/51/56/60/66-B

After v6.02 B01

ADAM-6217-B

After v6.02 B01

After checking the HW, FW, Utility version (after 2.05.11B17) all support MQTT authentication
function, we can start the DEMO. Following are the steps by steps (with ADAM-6250) to test
the MQTT function with username/password:

Figure1. Application structure
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1. Build up a mosquitto broker with username/password authentication and run it.
First, in order to test the username/password function, we have to build up a borker which
can only be accessed with correct username/password. We can use Webaccess or
Mosquitto to build up a MQTT broker with authentication. In this example I use Mosquitto.
(For the Webacces MQTT broker setting, you can refer to the end of this document.)

Figure2. Mosquitto broker (username:jjj/password:123) which run on IP:192.168.0.12.
2. Use Adam/Apax .NET Utility to setup the MQTT setting.
We have to setup the ADAM module. There are several parameters we have to fill in
(Figure3). After pressing the “Apply” button, we can see the module successfully connect
to the broker not only on the broker page (Figure4) but also in the wireshark. (We can see
the module connect to the broker with correct username/password in Figure5.)

Figure3. Utility setting (under Cloud/MQTT tab)

Figure4. ADAM-6250 connects to the broker.
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Figure5. Connect packet
3. Use a 3rd party MQTT client (MQTTBox) to get the DI status.
In Figure6, we have to setup a MQTT client for testing the function. In Figure7, enter the
right Topic and press Subscribe button, you can get the IO data. In Figure8, enter the right
Topic and payload then press Publish button, you can set the DO. You can also observe the
DO0 change in the right hand side (Subscribe block) of this figure.

Figure6. MQTTBox setting page
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Figure7. Subscribe IO data

Figure8. Publish DO data
Remarks:
1. Utility only allows user enter max 20 characters for username and password. However, module
can support 49 characters for username and 99 characters for password for the MQTT
authentication function. If users need to set longer characters for both username and password,
they can use ASCII command to configure this setting.

Figure9. ASCII command for setting the username/password
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2. Here is a packet about the MQTT client connect the broker with wrong username/password.

Figure10. Client connects to broker with incorrect username/password.

Figure11. Broker responses with a “connect act” with “not authorized”.
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3. Webaccess MQTT broker setup SOP (After v8.3.3)
a. Open the project manager and click the MQTT Broker.

b. Enter the username/password you want and press “Submit” button.

c. Done!
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